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Compromising the Crime Scene vy S (i 

1. Director to SAC, Dallasi0/6/64 62-109060-Section 91 EBF 

Basic: FBI (Hoover) Truly because he was not bend-over-backward 

cooperative with Hoover determined he was not to be sent a letter of 

appreciation .. .There were instances when he refused to comply with FBI 

wishes. . . (or demands) . . .Hoover could not have been happy w/ Truly 

refusing to back off his criticism of the failure of the Dallas Police to secure 

the TSBD (I suppose this is my own interpretation until | learn differently). 

2. Cite on cameraman Cecil Stoughton who say SS man washing out the back 

3. Photos & text from book JFK First Day Evidence (I need to get a full cite) 

which makes clear that the box with Oswald’s palm print were not removed 

from the TSBD until Monday (11/25). . . after Oswald was dead/ no trial/ An Yio 

Oswald palm print lifted from the box by Lt. Day****Note: Over the 

weekend the 6" floor was Open to newsmen and others off the street My 

presumably. ... The so-called sniper’s nest boxes were all arranged and Jy 

7 

seat of the limo... w/ pail and water... (ae 

rearranged by newsmen before Day retuned on Monday to take them the 

the Dallas PD crime lab .. 

4. 4. Gemberling (Robert P.) 5/28/64 105-82555-3899 (Sect. 162). See p. 2 

where he notes that an WFAA-TV newsman Thomas P. Alyea was taking 

pixs on the 6" floor while law officers were searching the 6" floor. . . .(My 

ar gument was that there were others there as well... .and these in and 

out all weekend. 

5. Notes | made earlier that need to be reviewed. | have related material in 

old Chpt 5 that needs reviewing. . .esp. on Truly and why FBI was upset with 

him. 

6. Good evidence that crime scene was completely violated ...see term 

“reconstructed” ... Also be sure to check back of document for citations 

from Kurtz’s book that will be most useful. . . 
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